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Abstract — Fish predation on *Clupeaster humilis* produces characteristic traces on the test. The predatory attacks are lethal, removing much of the oral surface and exposing the internal organs of the animal. There are various stages of test removal, generally expanding from the peristome to the ambitus. In some cases, the wound can be highly irregular and even extend to the aboral surface. In a few instances, accompanying scratch marks are found on the oral surface. In others, discrete indentations can be correlated to bite marks at the rim of the wound. Intraplate fragmentation is mostly prevalent, though interplate breakage along plate boundaries also occurs. Intraplate fragmentation often results in oblique breakage planes reaching toward the oral surface. The potential for recognizing such events in the fossil record depends on the preservation of these specific features. The described predation events can compromise the fossilization potential of such traces unless rapidly buried or encrusted by biostillation.

INTRODUCTION

Recognizing predation events in the fossil record is an important tool for studying synecological interactions through time (e.g., Walker and Brett, 2002; Huntley and Kowalewski, 2007; Klompmaker et al., 2019). Detecting these interactions, however, can be problematic as the act of predation itself is inherently destructive. Predation events on skeletonized organisms lead not only to the death of the prey, but also to the demolition of protective or associated hard parts (e.g., Nebelsick, 1999a). This circumstance thus compromises the potential recognition of these events in fossil ecosystems, as well as affecting the completeness of the fossil record as a whole, because predation is pervasive in most ecosystems.

Gastropod predation on invertebrates leave neat round holes that may or may not affect the preservation potentials of the shelly remains (e.g., Nebelsick and Kowalewski, 1999; Grun et al., 2014; Harper, 2016; Farrar et al., 2020),...
predation by durophagous organisms is usually destructive. The resulting damage to the skeleton may be difficult to differentiate with respect to specific predators as well as from other destructive taphonomic processes such as fragmentation resulting from transport and sediment agitation. Furthermore, such massive wounds potentially weaken the skeletons such that the predated-upon skeletons have poorer preservation potentials. Gastropod predation on echinoids has been studied with respect to changes through deep time (e.g., Kowalewski and Nebelsick, 2003; Farrar et al., 2020; Petsios et al., 2021; and literature therein). Predation by other predators including fish, crustaceans, birds, and mammals can also be common (e.g., Estes et al., 1978; Andrew and MacDiarmid, 1991), although they have received comparatively little attention with respect to their preservation in the fossil record (see Belaústegui et al., 2017). There have been a few specific actualistic studies on predator-prey interactions on echinoids with respect to their preservation potentials besides those concerning gastropods including investigations involving shorebirds, stingrays, and bony fish (Sievers et al., 2014; Grun, 2016; Sievers and Nebelsick, 2018). Variations in the wounds found on sea urchins are consistent with the different types of predators that attack echinoids (see Fig. 1). The degree to which predatory attacks can be recognized and attributed to specific predators depends on the careful analysis of not only wound morphologies but also of the architecture of the prey skeletons.

In the echinoid fossil record, reports of predation on echinoids is again dominated by gastropod drilling in the form of drill holes (see literature in Złotnik and Ceranka, 2005; Meadows et al., 2015; Grun et al., 2017; Farrer et al., 2020; Petsios et al., 2021). Publications concerning other types of predation on echinoids are less common and have been restricted to fish predation on regular echinoid spines and tests (Borszcz and Zatoń, 2013; Wilson et al., 2015) and predation on echinoids from marine reptiles (Neumann and Hampe, 2018). The preservation potential of echinoids is influenced by a wide range of factors (e.g., Allison, 1990; Donovan, 1991; Kidwell and Baumiller, 1990; Greenstein, 1991; Kowalewski et al., 2018; Nebelsick and Mancosu, 2021). Although durophagous predation may be intuitively destructive, Kidwell and Baumiller (1990) showed in tumbling experiments on regular echinoids that collagenous ligaments continue to connect test plates after death until they fully decay. Breakage crossing plate boundaries thus does not necessarily imply predation events. In addition, some predation events have shown to enhance preservation potentials (Tyler et al., 2018).

In this study, predation by fish on a recent clypeasteroid echinoid, *Clypeaster humilis* (Leske, 1998) from the Red Sea, is described with respect to the wounds and potential recognition in the fossil record. *Clypeaster humilis* is a common Indo-Pacific echinoid in shallow water carbonate sediments typically reaching lengths of 5 to 8 cm (Clark and Rowe, 1971; Nebelsick 1992a, b, 1995b, c, 2008; Nebelsick and Kampfer, 1994). As a clypeasteroid, it has a flattened test with a prominent petalodium on the aboral side containing modified respiratory ambulacral tube feet (Fig. 2). The oral
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**FIGURE 1** — Comparison of predation scars from gastropod and fish predation. A, Predatory gastropod bore hole on the regular echinoid *Microcyphus rousseaui* from the Northern Bay of Safaga, Red Sea. The round bore hole is clearly placed within an interambulacral plate row, which in this species is largely devoid of tubercles (Sample JS87-162) B, Predation by sparid fish removing the aboral surface of *Paracentrotus lividus*. Spines and peristomal membrane are still preserved indicating a recent predation event. Mediterranean Sea, Torre del Porticciolo, Sardinia (TP-PL-001). Scale bars = 1 cm.
FIGURE 2 — Northern Bay of Safaga, Egypt showing 4 main areas of collection of *Clypeaster humilis* specimens. Specimens found separately as well as those recovered during bulk sampling are also indicated. In addition, bulk samples containing *Clypeaster* fragments are shown.
Improving our understanding of evolutionary paleoecology

Side of the test is characterized by a central peristome, posteriorly placed periproct, and straight food grooves leading to the mouth. The external test surface is covered by small tubercles that support the spines. The test is stabilized by internal supports that conjoin the oral and aboral sides consisting of more central pillars and peripheral supports near the ambitus. For a detailed morphological description of test features in Clypeaster see Durham (1966) and Mihaljević et al. (2011).

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

*Clypeaster humilis* is a shallow burrower living just underneath the sediment surface. This species belongs to the most widely distributed irregular echinoids in shallow environments of the Red Sea (Clark and Rowe, 1971). Distribution and taphonomy of echinoid remains in general and their correlation to sediment parameters within the Northern Bay of Safaga, Egypt (26°48'9.46"N, 33°58'11.64"E) was analyzed in detail by Nebelsick (1992a, b, 1995a, c). *Clypeaster* is the most widely distributed echinoid genus in the study area (Fig. 3). Three species of *Clypeaster* were recognized in the Northern Bay of Safaga, Egypt, which were totally dominated in shallow water by *Clypeaster humilis*. Rare examples of *Clypeaster fervens* Koehler, 1922 were restricted to deeper water, while only few dead tests of *Clypeaster reticulatus* (Linnaeus, 1758) were recovered. The taphonomy of complete tests as well as fragments of *Clypeaster* has also been studied (see Nebelsick and Kampfer, 1994; Nebelsick, 1999a, c, 2008). Nebelsick (1999c) showed the distribution of taphofacies based on *Clypeaster* fragments and correlated the preservation styles (abrasion, interplate fragmentation, and encrustation) to environmental factors such as exposure and surface residence times. Finally, Nebelsick (2008) recognized a taphonomic gradient from: 1) tests still retaining spines; to 2) well preserved, denuded tests; 3) tests showing initial abrasion of tubercles and loss of the apical discs; 4) highly abraded, encrusted and bioeroded tests; and finally 5) highly corroded tests that could just be recognized as belonging to the genus *Clypeaster*.

*Clypeaster humilis* was common throughout the study area in shallow coarse sands, as well as in small sand patches within seagrass meadows and within sand veneers on reef flats (Fig. 3). Living specimens were found either completely or slightly covered by sediment. Numerous tests and fragments were recovered during scuba diving trips conducted in order to collect sediment cores as well as samples of micro- and macrofauna. Living specimens were collected following visual identification of their outlines if shallowly buried, or recovered by raking the sediment by using a modified rake revealing densities of ca 1.5 to 2 specimens/m². The main areas where complete specimens of *Clypeaster humilis* were
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dives in the environments in which dead tests were collected. All predation events represent lethal attacks as the prey was eviscerated removing the internal organs and jaw apparatus. Predation events were recorded on tests showing a wide range of taphonomic grades (see Nebelsick, 2008) from echinoids still retaining spines, to denuded, well preserved tests, to tests with slight abrasion and encrustation. Heavily abraded tests show few such predation events.

The wounds are mostly restricted to the oral surface, the collected (Fig. 3) were screened for predation scars and compared with respect to the position and the extent of the wound, as well as details of the wound borders.

**WOUND MORPHOLOGY**

All specimens were collected on and in the sediment surface in the Northern Bay of Safaga. The predation events were never observed, despite numerous (daytime) scuba dives in the environments in which dead tests were collected. All predation events represent lethal attacks as the prey was eviscerated removing the internal organs and jaw apparatus. Predation events were recorded on tests showing a wide range of taphonomic grades (see Nebelsick, 2008) from echinoids still retaining spines, to denuded, well preserved tests, to tests with slight abrasion and encrustation. Heavily abraded tests show few such predation events.

The wounds are mostly restricted to the oral surface, the
PERISTOME IS NOT PRESERVED. SUCCESSIVE STAGES OF DESTRUCTION ARE SHOWN BY THE WOUNDS (SEE FIG. 4) INCLUDING: 1) A LARGE CENTRAL ORAL WOUND, REMOVING A NUMBER OF BOTH AMBULACRAL AND INTERAMBULACRAL PLATES (FIG. 4A). INTERNAL INTERAMBULACRAL PILLARS THAT ABUT THE AMBULACRAL PLATES ARE DESTROYED SUCH THAT ONLY THE TOP HALVES OF THESE PILLARS ATTACHED TO THE ABORAL SIDE OF THE TEST ARE STILL PRESENT. 2) MORE EXTENSIVE WOUNDS EXTEND TOWARD THE TEST RIM EXPOSING THE MARGINAL BUTTRESSES THAT RUN PARALLEL TO THE AMBITUS (FIGS. 4B, D, E, F, 5). THE PERISTOMA, WHICH IS ADJACENT TO THE POSTERIOR RIM OF THESE SEA URCHINS, CAN ALSO BE INCLUDED OR FULLY REMOVED IN THIS STAGE. 3) DAMAGE EXTENDING BEYOND THE ORAL SURFACE TO THE ABORAL SIDE OF THE TEST (FIGS. 4C, 5). THESE ARE INTERVENING STAGES BETWEEN THOSE LISTED ABOVE; AND, IN SOME CASES, THE WOUNDS ARE QUITE IRREGULAR IN SHAPE. THE WOUND BORDERS ARE DOMINATED BY INTRAPLATE FRACtURES, THOUGH INTRAPLATE FRAGMENTING CAN ALSO OCCUR.

THESE WOUNDS CAN BE ACCOMPANIED BY THE FOLLOWING FEATURES: 1) SHALLOW SCRATCH MARKS UP TO 1 MM WIDE UP AND 5 MM LONG CAN FAINTLY BE DISCERNED IN A FEW EXAMPLES (FIG. 5). THESE MARKS RADIATE AWAY FROM THE WOUND RIM TOWARD THE AMBITUS AND ARE ONLY PRESENT ON THOSE SURFACES IN WHICH AREAS ARE STILL INTACT. 2) THE WOUND BORDERS NOT ONLY HAVE INTRAPLATE FRAGMENTATION, BUT ALSO REVEAL COMMON HIGHLY IBOLIQUE FRACTURE SURFACES THAT ARE VISIBLE ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE TEST (FIG. 5). 3) SOME HIGHLY IRREGULAR WOUND OUTLINES HAVE CONSTRUCTED INDICATIONS OF SKELETAL REMOVAL EXTENDING FROM THE WOUND TOWARD THE AMBITUS (FIGS. 4B, C, E, F, 5). IN SOME CASES, THESE INDICATIONS OCCUR ALONG INTERAMBULACRAL PLATE ROWS.

FOLLOWING THE ABOVE-MENTIONED CHARACTERISTICS, WOUND DAMAGE CAN ALSO BE RECOGNIZED IN LARGER FRAGMENTS REPRESENTING BROKEN CYPheaster TESTS (FIG. 4F). THESE FRAGMENTS ALSO HAVE INTRAPLATE FRAGMENTATION OF THE ORAL SURFACE AND MORE COMPLETELY PRESERVED ABORAL SURFACES. SCRATCH MARKS ON CYPheaster FRAGMENTS FROM THE STUDY AREA HAVE ALREADY BEEN REPORTED BY NEBELSICK (1999C).

INTERPRETATION AS FISH PREDATION

BASED ON THE SIZE AND MORPHOLOGY OF THE WOUND, THE CAUSE OF THIS TYPE OF TEST DAMAGE IS VERY LIKELY DUE TO FISH PREDATION. A LARGE NUMBER OF FISH SPECIES ARE KNOWN TO PREY ON ECHINOIDs, AND THEY PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN CONTROLLING SEA URCHIN POPULATIONS AND FURTHER RAMIFICATION FOR HERBIVORY AND BIOEROSION (SEE REVIEW IN SIEVERS AND NEBELSICK, 2018; NEBELSICK, 2020).

SIMILAR WOUND MORPHOLOGIES ARE DESCRIBED AND FIGURED BY KIER AND GRANT (1965: PL. 15, FIG. 8) ON THE CARIBBEAN CYPheaster subdepressus (GRAY, 1825), WHICH IS LARGER THAN THE CYPheaster humilis SPECIMENS STUDIED HEREIN, BUT SIMILAR IN HAVING A FLATTENED TEST AND AN ENDOBENTIC LIFESTYLE. THE AUTHORS REPORT (KIER AND GRANT, 1965: P. 55) THAT “SEVERAL DEAD TESTS OF CYPheaster subdepressus WERE COLLECTED, IN WHICH THE VENTRAL SURFACE WAS ALMOST COMPLETELY EXCAVATED, AND THE REMAINING RIM MARKED BY NUMEROUS SHORT RADIATING SCRATCHES…THE ORGANISM THAT PREYED UPON THE URCHIN WAS NOT OBSERVED, BUT PREASSUMABLY IT WAS A FISH.”

IN INDO-PACIFIC REEFAL ENVIRONMENTS, FRICKE (1971, 1974, 1975) ANALYZED THE ETHOLOGY OF PREDATOR-PREY RELATIONSHIP INVOLVING LABILITY AND TRIGGERFISH PREY ON REGULAR ECHINOIDs. DETAILED ACCOUNTS OF HUNTING AND HANDLING TECHNIQUES ARE GIVEN ALONG WITH THE OBSERVATION THAT THESE FISH HUNT INFANTAL PREY BY BLOWING AWAY THE SEDIMENT. FRICKE (1971) DESCRIBED HOW LABRIDS CARRY REGULAR ECHINOIDs IN THEIR MOUTHS TO ROCKY SUBSTRATES WHERE THE PREY IS SMASHED OPEN, WHEREAS TRIGGERFISH SNIP OFF THE SPINES OF DIADEMED ECHINOIDs, BEFORE THE FISH PLUNGE INTO THE TEST EXPOSING THE INNER ORGANS. THE ECHINOID TESTS ARE COMPLETELY CONSUMED, LEAVING A PILE OF BROKEN SPINES BEHIND. OPENED SEA URCHINS THEN ATTRACT NUMEROUS OTHER THAN THE FEW SPECIES THAT ARE ABLE TO OPEN THE SPECIMEN.


MCLANAHAN (1995) FOUND A WIDE VARIETY OF SPECIES OFF THE COAST OF KENYA PREYING ON THE COMMON REGULAR ECHINOID Echinometra mathaei, INCLUDING EIGHT OUTRIGHT PREDATORS INCLUDING TRIGGERFISH, WRASSES, AND AN EMPEROR FISH. AN ADDITIONAL SEVEN SPECIES WERE PLACED INTO AN ATTEMPTED PREDATOR GUILD THAT FAILED TO PREY ON THE ECHINOID (ALTHOUGH POTENTIALLY COULD PREY ON JUVENILES) AND FINALLY A LARGER NUMBER OF FISH (18 IN ALL) IN A SCAVENGER GUILD. WHEN STUDYING FISH PREDATION ON REGULAR SEA URCHINS ON THE GREAT BARRIER REEF, AUSTRALIA, YOUNG AND BELLWOOD (2012) FOUND FOUR FISH PREDATORS OF ADULT SEA URCHINS INCLUDING TRIGGERFISH, AN EMPEROR FISH, AND A WRASSE WITH CLEAR DIFFERENCES WITH RESPECT TO ATTACK FREQUENCIES AND HANDLING DURATION.

FOLLOWING THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED OBSERVATIONS, THE CENTRAL WOUND ON THE ORAL SURFACE OF ECHINOIDs STUDIED HERE, TOGETHER WITH THE ACCOMPANYING SCRATCH MARKS, STRONGLY SUGGESTS THAT TRIGGERFISH ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE WOUNDS. MASSIVE TEST DESTRUCTION AS TO BE EXPECTED FROM PREYATION BY STINGRAYS (GRUN, 2016) IS NOT PRESENT. THE SCRATCH MARKS, AS ALSO
described by Kier and Grant (1965) and Fraser et al. (1991) are not as prominent in *Clypeaster humilis* as in *Sculpsitechinus auritus* (Leske, 1778), which has a broader more flattened test, from the study area (see Nebelsick and Kampfer, 1994; Nebelsick, 1999b). These differences may be due to prey handling techniques and the morphology of the prey skeletons. The oblique breakage on intraplate fractures may also represent a handling effect. These fractures are clearly visible from the outside and may be a result of manipulation by fish teeth breaking the test open from the center of the test toward the rim.

The sole presence of the wound on the oral surface and the extension of the wound toward the ambitus suggests a stereotypic behavior of the predators. The oral test surface is evidently weaker than that of the aboral surface. The area around the peristome lack internal supports, and it is here that the fish first destroy the test surface before expanding the wound. Highly irregular outlines as well as the fact that the wound can unnecessarily extend toward the aboral surface suggests that variation in this behavior can occur. These may be due to the fact that predation events commonly attract the attention of other predators and/or scavengers, thus disturbing the predation event and leading to an irregular outline.

**RECOGNITION OF FISH PREDATION IN THE FOSSIL RECORD**

Predation events described here were successful despite a number of morphological features that support the structural integrity of the test of *Clypeaster humilis*. These consist of both soft and hard parts: 1) The epidermis covering both internal and external surfaces of the plates (echinoderm skeletons are mesodermal in origin). 2) Collagenous fibers crossing plate boundaries. 3) Skeletal connections consisting of stereomic projections between the plates, and 4) Internal supports in the form of both central pillars and marginal buttresses (Seilacher, 1979; Mihaljević et al., 2011; Grun and Nebelsick, 2018a, b; Grun et al., 2018). High energy stress events are thus needed to break open the test. These are provided by the ballasted fish plunging with their snouts into the weaker oral side of
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**FIGURE 5** — Detailed oral view of predated *Clypeaster humilis* from the Northern Bay of Safaga, Red Sea, Egypt showing test morphology and characteristic wound features. The extensive wound removed much of the oral surface and extends to the aboral surface leading to an irregular outline with a damaged ambitus. The inner surface of the aboral skeleton shows plate boundaries (poorly visible from the outer view) and ambulacral pores. The preserved outer surface of the test shows numerous well-preserved tubercles. Wound features include irregular outline, intra- and interplate fragmentation, bite indentations, fractured periproct and scratch marks on the oral surface. Internal pillars and peripheral internal supports are exposed. Post-mortem encrustation by bryozoans and serpulids are present (JS87-2).
test. This instantly produces fragments and produces the characteristic wound.

The collected examples have been taken out of their taphonomic context in this warm water, well oxygenated environment. Attached spines will invariably be lost, and it is to be expected that these attacks will weaken the test. After the structural integrity of the *Clypeaster humilis* test is compromised, it can readily break apart into separate plates (e.g., Nebelsick and Kampfer, 1994). Preservation of specimens damaged by predation could be enhanced if included in sedimentation events rapidly burying the specimens, a process that can occur in near shore environments (e.g., Mancosu and Nebelsick, 2017). In addition, surface encrustation can cross plate boundaries and help preserved specimens (see discussion in Nebelsick and Kampfer, 1994; Nebelsick and Mancosu, 2021).

Differentiating these wounds from other possible non-predatory mediated fragmentation in *Clypeaster* and other clypeasteroids in the fossil record should be based on the presence of: 1) accompanying scratch marks, 2) oblique surfaces of intra-plate fragmentation, and/or 3) specific bite marks leading to highly irregular wounds. Larger fragments can also show such wounds that can be associated with predation events. The predation produces fragmented plates by wound production and probably weaken the test as well.
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